Abstract-Renewable distributed generation (DG) is likely to be actively controlled in future distribution networks to mitigate voltage issues resulting from high penetrations. This requires understanding the corresponding dependencies between voltage magnitudes and DG active/reactive power outputs. One approach to compute these dependencies is to use classical sensitivity methods such as those based on the Jacobian matrix inverse. However, updating the latter involves extensive remote monitoring. This paper presents a novel approach to produce voltage sensitivities applying the surface fitting technique on data based solely on the knowledge of network characteristics; making it suitable for decentralized DG control. To assess the benefits, comparisons with classical methods are carried out using the 16-bus UK GDS test network (1-min resolution simulations) considering a decentralized voltage control algorithm that simultaneously caters for the active and reactive power outputs of a single DG plant. The robustness of the proposed approach is also investigated considering changes in network parameters. Finally, the use of coordinated time delays is proposed to cater for multiple DG plants. Comparisons with a centralized optimization demonstrate that the combined use of the proposed voltage sensitivity approach and decentralized control algorithm is an effective and implementable candidate to actively manage renewable DG plants.
demand or generation requirements. However, to ensure that more renewable generation is cost-effectively connected to distribution networks, it is imperative to adopt a more active control of network elements and participants [2] .
Approaches for the active control of distribution networks can be categorized based on different aspects. From the perspective of requiring the corresponding network to be modelled during operation, control approaches can be categorized into model-based [3] , [4] or model-free [5] , [6] . From the perspective of dealing with uncertainties (e.g., renewable generation, communication issues, etc.), stochastic [7] and robust [8] approaches are among those proposed in the literature. Nonetheless, from a more practical perspective, the network coverage provided by the control approach is perhaps one of the most important aspects, particularly for Distribution Network Operators (DNOs). In this context, approaches are typically categorized into centralized, covering the whole network, and decentralized, covering only a local point. Centralized approaches have been widely investigated [9] . However, centralized methods require network observability, heavily relying on remote monitoring and the corresponding communication infrastructure [10] . In contrast, decentralized methods only need local information and no communication among local controllers. Therefore, the relative simplicity and low cost of the decentralized approaches make them attractive interim options before the implementation of more complex centralized schemes [4] , [11] .
Decentralized approaches for thermal management are relatively straightforward given that the excess of power flowing through an asset (or assets) can be mitigated by curtailing distributed generation (DG) by almost the same value. This 'direct' relationship, however, does not exist with voltages, making the corresponding management particularly challenging.
For voltage management, decentralized approaches available in the literature mainly focus on the regulation of the DG active and reactive power outputs. To specify the required adjustment, the voltage drop formula is applied in [12] . However, this is done considering the voltage at the other end of the corridor a constant value making this method not accurate enough for control purposes. A trial and error approach is adopted in [13] solving power flows for different DG active and reactive power outputs. Although this approach can be more precise, it requires extensive observation of the network.
Advanced capabilities of power electronic interfaces, such as the piece-wise linear volt/var and volt/watt curves provided by smart inverters [14] , can also be used for decentralized voltage control purposes. However, defining the most adequate settings require either an offline analysis (that can be relatively complex [15] ) or the adoption of conservative values. The performance of the latter will depend on the feeder layout, configuration and amount and location of PV [6] .
Sensitivity approaches can be used to manage DG to regulate voltages in a more accurate way. The traditional method of voltage sensitivity analysis is to use the Jacobian matrix inverse from a solved power flow case [16] , [17] . Another approach known as perturb-and-observe analyzes first multiple power flows considering small changes in the DG active and/or reactive power outputs so as to extract the corresponding sensitivities [4] . However, during operation, updating the Jacobian matrix or running multiple power flows requires the network and its participants to be fully observable. Moreover, the resulting sensitivities obtained for a given period will not necessarily be valid for the next one (e.g., 1-min, 15-min) due to the inherent changes in load and generation.
The limited observability of distribution networks was considered more recently in [18] and [19] . An equivalent path between the control hub (e.g., substation) and the bus of interest (voltage to be regulated) is adopted in [18] using a constant conductance and susceptance. This approach, however, becomes less effective when loads or other DG plants are present in the corresponding corridor as they add significant variability to the equivalent path. In [19] , a linear function is used to represent voltage changes and the corresponding coefficients are derived from historical data. With this linear approach, however, the resulting sensitivities become constant and therefore accuracy can be compromised, particularly when large variations occur in the power output of DG plants.
To overcome the above issues, this paper provides a novel approach by which voltage sensitivities are obtained based solely on the knowledge of network characteristics and therefore no remote monitoring is required. First, a large number of load and generation scenarios are created based on planning data, i.e., topology, conductor parameters as well as peak and minimum demand and generation. The Surface Fitting technique [20] is then applied to the resulting voltage and active/reactive power values in order to obtain the corresponding non-linear sensitivity functions. To update the sensitivity coefficient values, the only real-time information required by the proposed method corresponds to the local voltage and active/reactive power injections of the controlled DG plant.
To assess the performance of the proposed voltage sensitivity approach, a decentralized (local) voltage control algorithm that simultaneously caters for both the active and reactive power outputs of a single DG plant is adopted. Comparisons with classical methods are carried out using the 16-bus UK GDS test network and 1-min resolution demand and wind generation. The robustness of the method is also investigated considering potential differences between the adopted network model and the actual network, particularly in terms of R/ X ratios and the upstream Thévenin equivalent reactance. Furthermore, to cater for multiple DG plants, this paper proposes a time-delay based decentralized control algorithm. Finally, to understand the extent to which the proposed control algorithm provides effective network management, a comparison with an ideal AC Optimal Power Flow (OPF) [3] is carried out. This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents two sensitivity methods used in the literature and the proposed approach. Decentralized and centralized DG voltage control logics are described in Section III. In Section IV, the 16-bus UK GDS test network is utilized to verify the three sensitivity methods. Further, the robustness of the proposed approach is investigated. Section V presents the control algorithm of multiple DG plants in a decentralized way as well as the comparison with an OPFbased centralized strategy. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
This section presents two approaches found in the literature that use voltage sensitivities produced during operation as well as the proposed method. Their advantages and observability requirements are discussed. A balanced network behavior is considered as this is common for the UK (region of interest). Examples of UK distribution networks can be found in [23] . The proposed method can also be applied to unbalanced networks which is discussed latter in Section VI.
A. Jacobian Matrix-Based Sensitivity Approach
A classical approach to calculate voltage sensitivities during operation is to use the Jacobian matrix after solving a Newton Raphson power flow [16] . The voltage sensitivities (with respect to the magnitude of active P and reactive power Q) are estimated by evaluating the Jacobian matrix inverse at a given operating point, as shown in (1) . Here, θ and V are the vectors of bus voltage angles and magnitudes, respectively. The magnitude of voltage variation V DG at the bus of interest (i.e., controllable DG plant) due to changes in active and/or reactive power can then be calculated using (2) .
This approach, however, requires the voltage sensitivities to be updated every time the state of the network changes (e.g., demand and/or generation changes). This, in turn, requires new power flows and, hence, the full observation of the corresponding network. Therefore, the implementation of this approach requires further monitoring and communication infrastructures not yet common in distribution networks.
B. Perturb-And-Observe Power Flow-Based Approach
An approach that uses power flow results instead of the Jacobian matrix is proposed in [4] to calculate voltage sensitivities during operation. It considers the current state of the network and two power flows with a small change in the active (or reactive) power at the bus of interest. Let V DG be the voltage at the bus of a controllable DG plant with Q DG MVar of reactive power output. To extract the corresponding voltage sensitivity at a given instant, a snapshot power flow is carried out considering the same demand and generation levels but with a reactive power of "Q DG + 1" MVar. The resulting voltage at the bus of interest, V DG , is then used to calculate the sensitivity, as shown in (3) .
Similarly to the Jacobian-based approach, the use of perturb-and-observe implies the need to fully observe the network as well as the continuous update of the sensitivities.
C. Fitting Function-Based Sensitivity Approach
The first two approaches focus on the extraction of the voltage sensitivities during operation to then calculate the active and/or reactive power needed to change the voltage at the bus of interest. These sensitivities, however, require continuous observation of the network to carry out the updates.
To eliminate the need of remote monitoring, the proposed approach uses a large number of power flows based on planning data to produce a non-linear function that describes the dependencies between the voltage of the bus of interest, V DG , and the DG power injections, P DG and Q DG , i.e., V DG = f (P DG , Q DG ). The resulting sensitivities, obtained by calculating the partial differential equations ∂ V DG /∂ P DG and ∂ V DG /∂ Q DG , can then be used locally whilst catering for all the potential demand and generation changes across the network.
First, considering only planning data such as topology and conductor parameters, as well as location, rated capacity and type of demand and generation, thousands of demand/generation scenarios are created to cover as many of the possible states of the network, i.e., to cover changes in load and all generators throughout the day, week, month or year. To do this, demand and generation levels are created uniformly from 0 to 100% of their power capacities, respectively. Power factor settings for the DG plant are also identified uniformly within the available range. Then, the possible scenarios are created by combining the different demand/generation levels and power factor settings. After power flow calculations for all scenarios, a threedimensional space is then established in which the samples are the values of V DG (dependent variable) and the corresponding values of P DG and Q DG (independent variables). The Surface Fitting technique [20] is applied to produce the fitting function V DG = f (P DG , Q DG ). Finally, this is used to obtain the voltage sensitivities with (4) and (5) .
Consequently, the proposed approach makes it possible to continuously update the voltage sensitivities by only using information at the bus of interest (i.e., P DG and Q DG ), i.e., only local monitoring is required. Furthermore, by describing these sensitivities as functions, more accurate values can be obtained than using simpler approaches such as lookup tables (in which sensitivities are represented by discrete values for different combinations of P DG and Q DG ).
It should be noted that the Surface Fitting technique considers the samples to be normally distributed across the investigated space. However, if that is not the case, the resulting fitting function will tend to be more accurate where the density of samples is higher [21] .
An alternative to the proposed approach is to obtain sets of Jacobian matrix-based voltage sensitivities for multiple demand and generation scenarios and then use the Surface Fitting technique to produce the corresponding sensitivity functions that would replace (4) and (5) . Although the resulting accuracy might be similar, the proposed approach is simpler and faster as it does not require calculating any element of the inverted Jacobian matrix after each power flow is solved.
It is worth highlighting that the production of demand/generation scenarios can also be done considering historic data or realistic Probability Density Functions (PDFs). Such approaches, however, could result in sensitivities biased towards specific scenarios that are more frequent and might not necessarily work for less frequent scenarios. Therefore, the benefit of mapping as many scenarios as possible, as proposed, is that the resulting sensitivities are likely to be more generic and, as such, they will work for most scenarios.
III. DECENTRALIZED AND CENTRALIZED DG CONTROL LOGIC
The effectiveness of different sensitivity approaches can be assessed once embedded into a control scheme and applied to a distribution network. For this purpose, here it is proposed a rule-based decentralized control logic to manage voltage rise issues at the connection point of a single DG plant. This is then extended to multiple DG plants by adopting time delays. Further, to assess the extent to which the decentralized control logic provides effective DG control, an ideal AC OPF-based centralized approach is presented to be used for comparisons. A balanced network behavior is considered for simplicity. Fig. 1 shows the proposed process for the voltage control of an individual DG plant. This is triggered when a voltage issue at the DG connection point (rule-based decentralized approach) or at any point in the network (AC OPF-based centralized approach) is detected. If there is only one DG plant being controlled, new settings are found according to the adopted control scheme. To reduce the volume of control actions, the new settings are held for a time period, T hold .
A. Voltage Control Process
For multiple DG plants, coordination of their actions is required when adopting the decentralized approach. This is achieved by considering different time delays, T delay , immediately after a voltage issue is identified, as well as different values for T hold . Further details are presented in Section III-C. 
B. Decentralized Control Logic-Single DG Plant
The flowchart of the decentralized DG control logic is shown in Fig. 2 . When the DG control is triggered (control action i), measurements of DG active/reactive power outputs (P DG i , Q DG i ) are used to calculate the sensitivity coefficients using (4) and (5). The voltage at the DG connection point, V measured i , is compared to the pre-defined voltage limit, V limit . The latter must be set to a value that is low enough to decrease the occurrence of voltage swells (e.g., due to sudden gusts) that exceed the statutory limit of the network but also high enough to ensure an adequate harvesting of energy.
1) DG Control When the Voltage Limit is Exceeded:
If the measured voltage exceeds the limit, the DG reactive power output is controlled first by adjusting the power factor setting. To achieve this, the required reactive power absorption is calculated using (2) and assuming P DG i is zero (i.e., no curtailment), as follows:
The corresponding power factor is obtained using (7):
If the power factor, P F DG i , is smaller than the limit of the DG plant, P F limit , then the latter is used as the new setting. In such case, the resulting reactive power absorption will not be enough to reduce the voltage rise, hence active power curtailment is required. This is calculated using (8):
where
Finally, the DG output set point is obtained as follows:
When the DG active power set point (10) and the power factor setting (7) are defined, they are implemented immedi-ately by the DG plant.
It should be noted that the assumption of constant voltage sensitivity values during a given control action will not necessarily achieve the desired outcome, as the sensitivities are actually state-dependent and the control actions themselves have already changed the state of the network. This is why the volt age is regularly checked so as to provide more opportunities to trigger further control actions. Nonetheless, in practice, the variability brought by renewable DG plants is likely to create larger changes in the state of the network than the changes brought by this assumption.
It is also worth noting that due to the power factor limit, P F limit , any complex power resulting from the absorption of reactive power (to lower voltages) will be limited to what is possible based on the active power output of the DG plant. Therefore, the corresponding lines are not expected to see a dramatic increase their loading. For instance, 0.95 leading/lagging power factor capabilities will have a maximum increase in complex power output of 5.26% if moving from unity power factor to the 0.95 value. Given the focus of this work, it is assumed that the existing lines can cope with the complex rated output of the DG plants.
2) DG Control When the Voltage Limit is Not Exceeded:
As shown in Fig. 2 , if the measured voltage is smaller than the pre-defined voltage limit (i.e., voltage headroom is available), more DG active power output can be injected. In addition, reactive power absorption, if any, can also be reduced. To ensure the most adequate energy harvesting from the DG plant, first it is checked whether curtailment has been applied (i.e., P set point i−1 < 1 p.u.). The potential extra power injection is calculated using (8) considering also the change in reactive power (9) . The set point is given by (10) .
If after the above control, the DG plant reaches its nominal active power set point (i.e., P set point i = 1 p.u., which indicates that additional voltage headroom is available) and the DG power factor is smaller than 1 p.u., then the reactive power absorbed by the DG plant can be reduced. This is obtained using (2) and considering the P DG i calculated above. The power factor setting is calculated using (7).
3) Simultaneous P-Q Control Logic: It is important to highlight that the proposed control logic caters for both the DG active and reactive power outputs, i.e., new settings are assigned simultaneously. Most sensitivity-based methods available in the literature use separate sensitivities for active and reactive power and thus sequential control actions are needed (i.e., one for reactive power and then for active power). The proposed fitting function-based approach finds the most adequate settings for both using only one equation. This reduces control actions (both are implemented simultaneously) and can help improving the overall performance.
C. Time Delays-Multiple DG Plants
The uncoordinated decentralized operation of multiple DG plants can make the proposed control logic ineffective given To achieve the adequate decentralized operation of multiple DG plants, and given that no communication is available, here it is proposed to coordinate the timing of their actions. For this purpose, delays before (T delay ) and after (T hold ) control actions are adopted. Different values are allocated to each DG plant to ensure control actions do not occur at the same time.
Depending on the topology of the network, the injections from one DG plant might not necessarily influence all others (in terms of voltages). Therefore, the values of T delay and T hold are defined per group of DG plants which are identified considering this influence. For instance, DG plants connected to the same feeder would correspond to the same group.
Within the same DG group, the values of T delay and T hold are defined considering that the further a DG plant is from a voltage regulation point (e.g., substation with on-load tap changer-fitted transformers), the higher the priority of curtailment, i.e., faster control action and, thus, smaller T delay . This also means larger T hold to allow time for the control actions of other DG plants within the group.
Therefore, for a group with m DG plants ranked from 1 to m according to their curtailment priorities, the values for T delay and T hold for a DG plant with rank of n are calculated using (11) and (12) , respectively, where T c is the time considered acceptable between two control actions.
To illustrate this, Fig. 3 shows the timings of actions of a group with m = 3 DG plants that, due to the generation and/or demand conditions within the same feeder, have detected voltage issues simultaneously at time t. Assuming DG1 has the first priority, followed by DG2 and DG3, the corresponding T delay and T hold values are 0, T c , 2T c , and 3T c , 2T c , T c , respectively. In this way, when voltage issues are simultaneously detected by multiple DG plants, the T delay and T hold allow them to have control actions one after the other following the pre-defined priority until the voltage issues are solved. Consequently, the DG actions do not require any level of synchronization (i.e., time aligning) as this is done through coordination.
It should be highlighted that the suggested allocation of delays is not necessarily the most equitable as it will penalize the DG plants at the furthest locations. However, this prioritization of curtailment was only used for illustration purposes as many other strategies do exist [22] . Furthermore, the proposed time delays are flexible and, therefore, the DNO can determine them considering not only technical aspects but also economic and/or contractual ones. From the technical perspective, time delays should be long enough that none of DG actions interrupt each other but should also be tuned to solve issues as fast as required (considering the response time of each DG plant). From the economic and/or contractual perspective, time delays can also be defined following the most adequate priority agreed by DG owners and the DNO, such as Last In First Out (LIFO) or Shedding Rota [22] . For the LIFO, for instance, the highest priority of curtailment would be given to the DG plant that connected to the network at last, and so on. However, other approaches, such as Pro Rata [22] , require adapting the control logic to reflect the share of the corresponding DG plant when control actions are needed.
D. AC Optimal Power Flow
In this centralized control scheme, the optimal active/reactive power output of DG plants and the tap ratios of transformers are calculated by the AC OPF which requires the full observability of the network. To maximize the total DG active power output p of a set of generators G (indexed by g), the objective function of the AC OPF is given below:
This objective is subject to the typical AC OPF constraints (i.e., Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws), DG capacity and voltage limits. For each line l of a set of lines L, the active and reactive power injections f (1,2),(P,Q) l at the start and end busses (denoted by 1 and 2) of the line are calculated according to the Kirchhoff's voltage law assuming three phases are balanced:
where V and θ are the voltage magnitude and phase angle respectively. In terms of Kirchhoff's current law, the balance of active and reactive power at each bus (set B indexed b), are formulated as follows:
where ( p x , q x ) are the active and reactive power from the grid (set X indexed by x); ( p d , q d ) are the active and reactive demands (set D indexed d), respectively. In the context of this work, the reactive power of controllable DG plants is also dispatchable (i.e., can operate at different power factors). For this purpose, the power factor angle for each controlled DG plant, ∅ g , is considered as a variable and it is required to operate within the DG plant's capability.
Transformers equipped with voltage regulation devices, will have the voltages at the primary sides divided by the tap ratio T l . Given that the AC OPF is formulated with continuous variables, the resulting tap ratios need to be rounded up to the nearest discrete value that represents a feasible position. 
IV. SIMPLE CASE STUDY-SINGLE DG PLANT
In this section, the previously presented sensitivity approaches are applied to a 16-bus UK generic distribution network. First, the adequacy of different number of scenarios to be used by the fitting function-based approach is investigated. Then, a comparison of the corresponding coefficients is carried out. The performance of each approach, in terms of their ability to manage voltages, is assessed considering the pro-posed decentralized control logic. Finally, the robustness of the proposed sensitivity method is also investigated considering potential differences between the parameters of the network model used to produce the sensitivities and those of the network where the resulting DG settings are applied to.
A. UK GDS Simplified EHV1 Network
The network studied in this section is the UK Generic Distribution System (GDS) Simplified 16-bus EHV1 Network [23] . The topology is shown in Fig. 4 . This network has a peak demand of 18.4 MW and is supplied by two 30 MVA 132/33 kV transformers. The voltage statutory limits in the 33 kV circuit are ±6% of nominal. The OLTC at the substation and the voltage regulator (VR in Fig. 4 ) have voltage targets of 1.036 and 1.03 p.u. at their secondary sides, respectively, and use a voltage deadband of ±0.5%. For this case study a modern 20 MW wind farm with a 0.95 leading/lagging power factor capability (available also during full active power output [24] ) is connected to bus 16.
B. Voltage Sensitivity-Influence of Scenarios
For the proposed approach, a large number of demand and generation scenarios are first created to realistically cover most of the possible network states. In this case, 150 demand and 150 generation levels are identified (from 0 to 100% demand/generation) as well as 6 power factors settings for the wind farm (0.95-0.99 leading, in 0.01 steps, and unity), i.e., a total of 150 × 150 × 6 = 135,000 scenarios.
Power flows are calculated for each scenario and the resulting voltages at bus 16, V DG , together with the corresponding DG active and reactive power outputs (i.e., P DG and Q DG ), are then used to produce a three-dimensional surface as shown in Fig. 5 . Finally, the Surface Fitting technique is applied to produce the corresponding third-order non-linear fitting function (17) , where a jk represents the constant weights; j and k are the indices. This process can be achieved using non-linear regression analysis available in software packages such as Matlab [25] where usually numerical optimization algorithms are applied to determine the corresponding weights. With this function, the voltage sensitivity coefficients with respect to the active and reactive power of the wind farm (∂ V DG /∂ P DG , ∂V DG /∂ Q DG ) can be obtained by calculating the corresponding differentiations.
The adequacy of the 135,000 scenarios considered in this work can only be assessed by comparing the resulting voltage sensitivity coefficients against those obtained with different sets of scenarios. For this purpose, three sets of 10, 50 and 100 demand and generation levels each with 6 power factor settings, i.e., a total of 600 (10 × 10 × 6), 15,000 (50 × 50 × 6), and 60,000 (100 × 100 × 6) scenarios, respectively, are considered. Fig. 6 shows the coefficients with respect to the active power of the wind farm for unity power factor, i.e., Q DG is effectively removed from (17) and therefore a comparison in the two-dimensional space is possible. This figure highlights that the sensitivity coefficients for the set with 600 scenarios is different from the others who have similar values. This is also verified in Fig. 8(a) where the corresponding Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the coefficients of consecutive sets for different power factors (from 0.95 leading to 1.0 in 0.01 steps) are shown. Crucially, for any power factor, the MSE gets smaller and more stable as the number of scenarios gets larger. Consequently, it can be concluded that, in this case, 150 demand and generation levels lead to accurate coefficients and that further granularity would not bring significant benefits.
Considering 150 demand and generation levels, the voltage sensitivity coefficients derived from four sets combining 3, 4, 5 and 6 power factor settings are shown in Fig. 7 for the rated active power output of the wind farm, i.e., making P DG in (15) a constant equal to 20 MW. It can be noticed that with only 3 power factor settings the sensitivity coefficients are significantly different from the other sets. This is also proved by the MSE values considering various power injections from the wind farm (from 5 to 20 MW in 5 MW steps) shown in Fig. 8(b) . The MSE gets smaller and more stable for a larger number of scenarios regardless the power injection. Thus, 6 power factors settings are adopted to ensure higher accuracy.
C. Voltage Sensitivity-Comparison
To assess the accuracy of the proposed fitting function-based approach (with 135,000 scenarios), the voltage sensitivity coefficients with respect to active power output (∂ V DG /∂ P DG ) are compared with those obtained using the Jacobian matrix and perturb-and-observe approaches. Fig. 9 shows the corresponding values considering minimum load (specified for the other two approaches) and unity power factor. The results demonstrate that the fitting function reaches similar values to those of the Jacobian matrix and is even better than the perturb-and- observe. Crucially, this accuracy is achieved without the need of full network observability.
D. Performance of the Voltage Sensitivity-Based Control
Although the three sensitivity approaches have similar coefficient values and behaviors, the actual performance in terms of voltage management needs to be assessed. To do this, the proposed rule-based decentralized DG control logic as well as the AC OPF are used considering 1-min resolution demand and wind power profiles (i.e., normalized available resource) from the North of England for the first week of February 2010 (Fig. 10) . The voltage limit for decentralized and centralized approaches is set to 1.057 p.u. -close to the statutory limit of 1.06 p.u. Control actions are triggered when the voltage of the last minute violates this limit. New settings are then held for 2 minutes (T hold ). The analysis is carried out using OpenDSS [26] , MS Excel VBA [27] , and AIMMS [28] . The existing lines are assumed able to cope with the complex rated output of the DG plants as explained in Section III-B.
The resulting voltage profiles at bus 16 (wind farm connection point) and the set points of the wind farm are presented in Fig. 11 for the first and last 15-minute blocks between 1:00 am to 2:00 am on 1st Feb. Within this period demand changes from one minute to the next are small (maximum of 0.14 MW) while changes in the available wind resource are significant (maximum of 0.13 p.u., equivalent of 2.58 MW). Because of these characteristics, the controllers are mainly addressing voltage issues brought by the wind farm. At minute 12, the four approaches reach almost the same voltage (1.053 p.u.) as well as active power and power factor set points (0.78 and 0.95 p.u., respectively). Given that at this point the voltage is below V limit and curtailment has been applied, new settings are required to increase the harvesting of wind energy. However, the different accuracies of the control approaches result in different active power set points and therefore in different voltages at minute 13. The AC OPF has the highest active power set point and the resulting voltage is the closest to V limit . The second best approach is the proposed fitting function followed by the Jacobian matrix and the perturb-and-observe approaches. These new settings are kept through T hold until minute 14.
Very similar voltages (1.061 p.u.) as well as active power and power factor set points (0.86 and 0.95 p.u., respectively) are reached by the four approaches at minute 55. Although all the approaches solve the voltage rise problem in minute 56, Fig. 11 demonstrates that yet again the proposed fitting function is the second best approach as its active power set point is the closest to that obtained by the AC OPF.
The weekly performance metrics for the four approaches are presented in Table I . Even though the differences among the approaches are small, the numerical results confirm that the fitting function-based approach performs slightly better than the Jacobian matrix and the perturb-and-observe considering voltage compliance with the BS EN50160 [29] standard (95% of 10-min voltage magnitudes must be within ±6% of nominal) and the capacity factor (i.e., energy harvesting).
The higher performance of the proposed approach is due to the conservative nature of the corresponding coefficients during curtailment. Indeed, as it can be seen in Fig. 9 , the fitting function-based coefficients are slightly lower than those from the Jacobian matrix particularly during high generation outputs (when curtailment is needed). This, in turn, results in larger curtailment, and lower voltages. In contrast, during lower generation, the coefficients from both sensitivity methods are almost the same, resulting in very similar DG active power output adjustments and, thus, voltage increases. The accuracy of the coefficients obtained by the fitting function is explained by the density of the corresponding samples. As it can be seen in Fig 5, closer to the origin for both P DG and Q DG the triangularshaped area of samples has a higher density and therefore results in more accurate coefficients. Conversely, the further from this origin (higher generation), the density of samples decreases, thus leading to less accurate coefficients. 
E. Analysis of Robustness
In the previous analysis the parameters of the network model used to produce the proposed sensitivity function are considered to be equal to those of the network in which the resulting DG settings are applied to. However, in practice, network parameters are likely to differ due to changes in temperature, loading, etc. To understand the extent of the robustness of the proposed fitting function-based approach in the presence of inaccuracies, as well as that of the Jacobian matrix-based approach and the AC OPF, changes in the network to which settings are applied are investigated. Specifically, these changes consider line impedances to have 1.26 and 0.84 p.u. of average R/ X ratio (±20% of the 1.05 ratio found in the original 16-bus UK GDS network) and upstream Thevenin Equivalent Reactance (TER) values of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 p.u (different from the ideal 0 p.u. of the original network).
The performance of the three approaches considering the changes described above are presented in Table II ; the original network model is used in all cases to produce the new DG settings. In the cases 2, 3 and 4, where different TER values are adopted for the network to which the DG settings are applied (the 'real' network), the three approaches still satisfy the BS EN20160 standard and perform even better than the case without mismatch (case 1). This is because the larger the TER, the lower the voltages across the network, which in turn makes the DG settings produced with a 0 p.u. of TER conservative, resulting in less voltage rise issues. With mismatches in the R/ X ratio (cases 5 and 6), the three approaches continue to achieve good results. It can be seen, however, that a higher R/ X ratio mismatch leads to more voltage rise issues (case 5). This is due to the fact that the estimated curtailment is not enough when applied on the 'real' network (the settings are calculated assuming a lower R/ X in which DG reactive power absorption results in less curtailment).
Although the three approaches are affected by the investigated mismatches, they can be considered robust enough when applied to real networks. More importantly, the proposed approach continues to outperform the Jacobian matrix and have results similar to the AC OPF.
V. FULL CASE STUDY-MULTIPLE DG PLANTS
The analysis is now extended to the control of multiple DG plants using the same UK GDS network but with seven wind farms. The performance of the proposed decentralized control logic, now adopting coordinated time delays for multiple DG plants, is compared with the benchmark AC OPF. The seven wind farms (DG1 to DG7) are connected to buses 16, 15, 14, 11, 12, 10 , and 7 with capacities of 8, 10, 12, 2.5, 2.5, 2, and 12 MW, respectively. Three different wind profiles, WP1, WP2 and WP3, are adopted: WP1 is the same wind profile shown in Fig. 8 , whereas WP2 and WP3 are based on WP1 but with shifts of 1 and 2 hours behind, respectively. The profiles are allocated considering the locations of the buses: 7, 11, and 16 use the WP1 profile; 12 and 15 use the WP2 profile; and, 10 and 14 uses the WP3 profile. The corresponding scenarios were produced considering groups of DG plants whose injections would not affect other buses due to the actions of voltage regulation devices. Three groups were identified based on the buss whose voltages are being regulated/controlled (buses 2 and 9): DG1 to DG3, DG4 to DG6, and DG7. Considering the wind profiles in each group (each profile with 150 generation levels), power factor settings (6 per DG plant), and demand (150 demand levels), 150 × (150 × 6) 3 = 1.0935 × 10 11 scenarios were produced for DG1 to DG3 and DG4 to DG6, and 150 × (150 × 6) = 135, 000 scenarios for DG7.
A. Time Delays
To coordinate the actions of multiple DG plants, different T delay and T hold values are allocated to each of them. As per section III-C, the seven DG plants are divided into three groups based on the corresponding feeders (i.e., DG1 to DG3 in group 1, DG4 to DG6 in group 2, and DG7 in group 3). Within the same group, the further the DG plant is from the OLTC, the higher the priority of curtailment. Therefore, considering a T c of two minutes and using (11) and (12), the corresponding T delay and T hold of DG1 to DG7 are 0, 2, 4, 0, 2, 4, 0 and 6, 4, 2, 6, 4, 2, 2 minutes, respectively.
B. Performance
The performance of the proposed decentralized control algorithm for multiple DG plants and the centralized AC OPF is shown in Fig. 12 in terms of BS EN50160 compliance and capacity factor. Although the AC OPF has the ideal voltage compliance performance in which all seven DG plants achieve almost 100%, the proposed decentralized approach reaches comparable results. As for the capacity factor, only DG2 resulted in a much lower performance than the AC OPF (from 0.34 to 0.09 p.u.). Nonetheless, the total energy harvested by the seven DG plants with the decentralized approach reached 2.0396 GWh; only 15.7% lower than that with the AC OPF (2.4194 GWh). This demonstrates that the proposed approach and time delays can be successfully used for multiple DG plants without the need of communication infrastructure.
VI. DISCUSSION
This section discusses the implementation aspects of the proposed sensitivity approach and decentralized control algorithm in practice, and potential improvements.
A. Scalability
For the proposed sensitivity approach, the size of the distribution network (in terms of the number of nodes) does not per se affect the number of required demand/generation scenarios. This is related to the number and diversity of DG plants and loads as well as to the granularity adopted for the scenarios. However, considerations based on the geography, technology, etc., scenarios can be the same for multiple locations (reducing the final number). For instance, within a given area, multiple wind farms can be considered to have the same generation behavior. Furthermore, considering the speed of current power flow algorithms and software packages, as well as available computing power (including parallel processing), dealing with a large number of scenarios should not represent a challenge. It is important to highlight that the computations related to the scenarios (power flows and surface fitting analysis) are carried out at a planning stage, i.e., before the control scheme is deployed. Therefore, it has no effect on the performance of the proposed decentralized control strategy.
Nonetheless, a given feeder with many DG plants with diverse behavior will result in V , P and Q surfaces with more voltage instances with a wider range. Although the Surface Fitting technique will still produce a fitting function that makes the most adequate compromises despite the more complex surface, the accuracy is likely to be affected. This is an unavoidable challenge of decentralized sensitivity approaches.
Even if the accuracy of the resulting fitting function is affected, the proposed decentralized voltage control approach still leads to promising results as demonstrated in Section V-B. This is because, although the less accurate sensitivity coefficients will not necessarily achieve the desired outcome, the voltage is regularly checked so as to provide more opportunities to trigger further control actions. Therefore, the desired voltage target can be achieved asymptotically.
For the proposed control algorithm, the coordination of a large number of DG plants (to be locally controlled) would follow the same principles, i.e., using time delays for each of them and defining time delays according to their responses times and how fast problems need to be solved. However, if small-scale DG plants, such as domestic PV systems, are to be considered, then it is not practical to produce (and implement) different sensitivities and time delays for each of the hundreds or thousands of devices. In this case, the proposed methodology can be adapted to consider multiple small-scale DG plants in a given area as an aggregated DG plant. The resulting sensitivity could be then used by all the corresponding devices simultaneously. Moreover, the resulting time delays (for the aggregated DG plants, hence used by all the devices in the same area) would also provide adequate coordination of actions with upstream DG plants.
This approach, however, requires further analysis and will be carried out as future work.
B. Network Changes
Once the fitting functions and time delays have been determined by the DNO (for specific network characteristics), they must be set by the DNO or DG owner at each DG site, i.e., locally for each DG plant participating in the scheme. Whilst this might be considered a time-consuming task, it can be comparable to the time required to deploy communication and control infrastructure in centralized approaches (that also involves each DG site).
However, significant changes in load (e.g., a new substation), generation (e.g., a new DG plant), network parameters (e.g., asset replacement/upgrades) or topology (e.g., new configuration), do bring challenges. These are described below:
1) Whilst new substations (new loads) do not change the time delays (as curtailment priorities will remain the same), the fitting functions will need to be updated; 2) New generation, depending on its location, can affect both time delays and fitting functions; 3) New impedances due to asset replacements or upgrades will affect only the fitting functions; and, 4) Changes in topology will affect both time delays and fitting functions. Significant changes in load, generation, and impedances may only occur after many months and even years and, therefore, the corresponding time delays and/or fitting functions at each DG plant can be updated manually. For topology changes, assuming these are planned and infrequent changes, then the updates can be done manually as well or based on a schedule. If changes in topology are unplanned and automatic (e.g., post-fault restoration), then a centralized or semi-centralized approach that uses communication would be needed; rendering inadequate any decentralized approach.
It is important to highlight that although manual updates of time delays and/or fitting functions might be considered a timeconsuming task, it is achievable and not uncommon for other network elements. For instance, significant network changes could require adjusting the tap positions of off-load tap changers of distribution transformers (MV/LV). Depending on the area affected, there can be dozens to hundreds of them. But this is still done manually by DNOs.
C. Other Implementation Aspects
Depending on the DG technology, power factor control can require active power to be curtailed. However, technologies also exist that allow reactive power capabilities during full active power output [24] . Although this is likely to cost more, it might also bring more revenue to the DG owner. This is because the extra reactive power capabilities can significantly reduce voltage problems (that often happens during full active power output), reducing or avoiding the need of curtailment. Considering that revenues of most DG plants around the world come from MWh, then minimizing curtailment means higher revenues. Nonetheless, it will be up to the DG owner to assess the corresponding cost-benefit from adopting the most suitable technology. This, however, might be a task to be done in conjunction with the DNO.
The proposed approach is still applicable even if there are DG plants with that do not participate in voltage control. The effects of those DG plants will still be captured when producing the demand/generation scenarios and, hence, the corresponding surfaces. However, if those DG plants that do not participate in voltage control have significantly used the 'hosting capacity' of the network, then, even with the proposed approach successfully managing the voltages of the controllable DG plants, their resulting capacity factors might be significantly affected. At this stage, the decision to invest in these new DG plants is no longer technical (as problems could be solved) but economic. This is an issue that will also be faced by centralized approaches.
In the presence of locally-controlled voltage regulation elements such as capacitor banks, shunt reactors, OLTC-fitted transformers, etc., time delays should be tuned accordingly to ensure coordination along the feeder.
For unbalanced networks, the proposed sensitivity approach and control algorithm can still be applied but need to be adapted. Unbalanced power flows will allow the production of surfaces per phase and, thus, sensitivity functions per phase. The control logic should be adapted to calculate new settings for the DG plant based on its phase connection.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel approach to produce voltage sensitivity coefficients using the surface fitting technique. Unlike methods available in the literature, the proposed approach is based solely on the knowledge of network characteristics, and only uses information at the bus of interest to update the sensitivity values, i.e., no remote monitoring is required.
Using the 16-bus UK GDS test network the proposed fitting function-based approach was compared to other two methods that require full network observability, the widely-used Jacobian matrix and perturb-and-observe. In terms of the coefficients, the values from the proposed approach, produced considering adequate demand/generation scenarios, were found to be close to those of the Jacobian matrix and better than the perturb-andobserve approach.
To assess the performance of the proposed approach in terms of its ability to manage voltages, a decentralized control logic for a single DG plant (that simultaneously caters for both the active and reactive power output) was adopted. Results highlight that the proposed sensitivity approach is more effective than the Jacobian matrix inverse and perturb-and-observe; also in terms of the capacity factor. Furthermore, a comparison with the benchmark AC OPF, demonstrates a high level of performance without the need of full network observability.
The robustness of the proposed sensitivity method was also investigated considering potential differences between the parameters of the adopted network model and the network to which DG settings applied in terms of different R/ X ratios and the upstream Thévenin equivalent reactance. The results confirm that the proposed approach continues to outperform the Jacobian matrix and have results similar to the AC OPF.
Finally, the more realistic and complex case of multiple DG plants was addressed adopting coordinated time delays. Comparisons with the AC OPF demonstrate that the proposed sensitivity approach and time delays can be successfully in such environment. Challenges related to scalability and implementation on large distribution networks with widespread DG plants were discussed, providing also a number of actions (e.g., scenario reduction, use of high performance computing, time delays/fitting function updates) that could be taken. Consequently, the combined use of the proposed voltage sensitivity approach and the decentralized controller represents an implementable, cost-effective solution to manage DG plants in distribution networks without the need of further communication infrastructure.
Ultimately, the usefulness of the proposed and other decentralized approaches, should be assessed on economic grounds (considering the resulting curtailment) as in some cases the extra benefits from centralized approaches might be justified.
